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Customer

With a global workforce of 16,000 employees and a turnover of 3,000 million Euros, 
Aliaxis is a global leader in the manufacturing and distribution of advanced plastic 
piping systems. They provide people around the world with sustainable innovative 
solutions for water and energy, leading the industry in a way that anticipates the 
rapidly evolving needs of their customers.

Need

Alaixis was embarking on a major change programme involving the development 
and communication of a new corporate vision and values.  Aliaxis had developed 
their values and behaviours and they wanted to roll them out to their employees 
globally.  They wanted to do this in an interactive way that allowed employees to 
see the connection between the values and the company vision and strategy.

Solution

We created a BigPicture Learning Map toolkit through an extensive process of 
consultation and collaboration with the Aliaxis leadership team.

Developed in the form of a large, 30-piece jigsaw, the ‘Our Journey Ahead’ Learning 
Map was a unique, colourful and visual metaphor that shared the big picture of 
their business.  It brought Aliaxis’ core strategy, key business objectives and major 
change processes to life in a rich, clear and meaningful way.  The ‘Our Journey 
Ahead’ Learning Map made it possible for Aliaxis to get everyone up to speed 
quickly and consistently, energise its employees to contribute and reflect on how 
their roles deliver strategic imperatives.

The ‘Our Journey Ahead’ Learning Map came with a comprehensive facilitator 
guide and toolkit to enable a consistently high-quality experience for their internal 
facilitators and delegates alike.  The large storyboard and dialogue cards enabled 
leaders and managers to walk through strategy with their people.  A combination 
of tools, games and exercises combined to engage employees.

“Just to let you know 
that the ‘Our Journey 
Ahead’ Learning Map is 
being received very well – 
excellent feedback so far 
and real enthusiasm being 
generated!

 Also, given the popularity 
of the tool we would like to 
discuss a possible stand-
alone values module 
derivative!”

Owen Fitzpatrick
Group Head of 
Communications, Aliaxis

‘Our Journey Ahead’ at Aliaxis

case study
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ANIMATE+10 Reputation Points

4

To win the points, one member of the playing team must explain how the sub-value below is important, relevant or visible in the work they or their team does:

“We get things done”

APPLY
+3 Reputation 

Points

1

Three members of your staff are 

recognised in the local press for 

supporting a local community 

project demonstrating how “We 

make the world better”.

Commitment to Care

Reputation Points 
Impact:

+2

Joker 

You can use this Joker card to challenge the other team’s response to a Values Challenge with your own reponse to try to “steal” the points.

Customer

With a global workforce of 16,000 employees and a turnover of 3,000 million Euros, 
Aliaxis is a global leader in the manufacturing and distribution of advanced plastic 
piping systems.

Need

Following on from the highly successful ‘Our Journey Ahead’ Learning Map, Aliaxis 
asked BigPicture Learning to help them to develop a stand-alone derivative to 
explore the company values in more detail.  They wanted something that built on 
the ‘Our Journey Ahead’ but was different enough to not feel repetitive. 

Solution

We developed and produced ‘The Aliaxis Way’  Values game.  This board game 
style toolkit, was played by two teams of Aliaxis employees and encouraged them 
to explore day-to-day working challenges where they could apply the company 
values and behaviours.

Challenge was provided through a variety of sub-games such as drawing rounds, 
charades-type games, business dilemmas to be resolved and business knowledge 
quizzes.  All of these reinforced key messages about the company values and their 
relevance to employees.

The theme was based around a rafting analogy with the game board depicting 
rapids and other dangers to navigate.  The triangular board mirrored the three 
company values (one at each apex).  The crocodile was the villain to be overcome.

Initially produced in English, ‘The Aliaxis Way’ was fully translated into Italian, 
German, Spanish, French and Dutch by BigPicture Learning to ensure employees 
at all levels across Alaixis could play the game and take part.

“I did not think it would 
be possible to exceed 
the impact we had with 
the ‘Our Journey Ahead’ 
Learning Map but how 
wrong I was!

The energy and 
engagement we have 
had with ‘The Aliaxis Way’ 
has been phenomenal 
and has exceeded all 
expectations.  

Thank you to you and 
your team for another 
beautifully designed and 
produced tool.”

Owen Fitzpatrick
Group Head of 
Communications, Aliaxis

‘The Aliaxis Way’ Values Game

case study
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